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Are you a fan of compelling mysteries that keep you on the edge of your seat? Do

you enjoy discovering new authors who masterfully blend suspense with

unforgettable characters? Look no further, as we delve into the captivating realm

of Aaron Paul Lazar's Upstaged Legarde Mysteries!

Mystery Meets Intrigue: Introducing Aaron Paul Lazar

Aaron Paul Lazar is an accomplished author who has gained widespread acclaim

for his enthralling mystery novels. With the Upstaged Legarde Mysteries, Lazar

introduces readers to the intriguing life of Sam Legarde, a gifted stage actor who

finds himself entangled in puzzling mysteries where the lines between reality and

imagination blur.
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Uncovering the Essence of Upstaged Legarde Mysteries

Within the pages of Aaron Paul Lazar's sprawling narratives, readers are

transported to a world filled with suspense, deception, and unexpected twists.
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The Upstaged Legarde Mysteries series encompasses a multitude of captivating

storylines that will satisfy even the most avid mystery enthusiasts.

The Unforgettable Protagonist: Sam Legarde

Sam Legarde, the charismatic protagonist of the Upstaged Legarde Mysteries,

oozes charm and sophistication. As a distinguished stage actor, Sam is not only a

master of his craft but also an amateur detective determined to uncover the truth

behind the mysterious incidents that occur within the theatrical world.

Exploring the Intricacies of the Theatrical Realm

One of the most captivating aspects of the Upstaged Legarde Mysteries is the

vivid portrayal of the theatrical world. Aaron Paul Lazar skillfully immerses readers

in the intricacies of the stage, providing an authentic and mesmerizing backdrop

for the unfolding mysteries. From behind-the-scenes secrets to the intense

emotions on stage, readers are transported into a realm where the line between

reality and the scripted world blurs.

Unraveling the Enigmatic Plots

Each installment of the Upstaged Legarde Mysteries presents readers with a

carefully crafted plot that keeps them guessing until the final pages. Aaron Paul

Lazar weaves intricate webs of mystery, ensuring that each clue and revelation

leaves readers eagerly flipping through the pages in anticipation. From

unexplained deaths to puzzling disappearances, Sam Legarde uncovers the truth

amidst a web of intrigue.

The Acclaim and Success of Upstaged Legarde Mysteries

Aaron Paul Lazar's Upstaged Legarde Mysteries have received critical acclaim,

captivating readers around the world with their engaging narratives and well-



developed characters. The series has earned numerous awards and accolades,

solidifying Lazar's reputation as a masterful storyteller in the mystery genre.

The Upstaged Legarde Mysteries by Aaron Paul Lazar offer a thrilling journey into

the world of theater, mysteries, and intricate storytelling. With captivating

characters, engrossing plots, and an authentic portrayal of the theatrical realm,

Lazar's series is a must-read for any fan of the genre. Prepare to be upstaged as

the enigmatic Sam Legarde takes you on a mesmerizing adventure!
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*** Author's Preferred Edition ***

When Gus LeGarde agrees to play piano for the high school drama club’s

production of “Spirit Me Away,” a sixties-style musical he wrote in college, he

doesn’t expect to face a series of menacing pranks played on his fiancée Camille

and the drama club. Who’s sabotaging the show? And what do they have against

Camille? Is it sex-crazed Armand, the Latino teen infatuated with her?
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Something happened last year that Camille won’t talk about, and it has to do with

Armand. Gus wants to know what happened, but she’s not talking. Could it be

Superintendent Marshall, whose past holds horrific secrets related to one of the

worst crimes of the 20th century? And why did someone break into Camille’s

home to steal her intimate undergarments and her beloved mini-dachshund,

Boris?

Gus must unravel the mystery before the backstage saboteur stakes his final,

deadly claim.

"There is so much pure goodness in Mr Lazar's books, from the innocent purity of

grandchildren and pets, the beauty of nature, the bounty of a glorious garden, to

love that is enduring and eternal; all the while weaving strands of mystery

throughout the pages with suspense and surprises around every corner. I find

myself craving more...only one left unread in the series. I will try to savor it slowly

but to no avail. I devour these books like melting chocolate." Janice D. Adams

"Mr. Lazar's magnificent tapestry is a work of art without holes, missing threads or

shades or stitches that do not fit." D.C. from WA USA

"Upstaged is a mystery that is well told, with subtle clues, red herrings and lots of

surprises. Mystery fans will appreciate the challenge and all readers will want to

become part of LeGarde’s extended family. The characters are unique, diverse,

quirky, friendly, funny and memorable." Janice L. Smith

"If you equally divide your time between audiobooks and reading, I would suggest

the audiobook. Not because of any misspelled words or bad formatting. No, his

writing is clean and well formatted.The production quality of the audiobook is

excellent. It is made even more excellent by the songs that were composed and

recorded specifically for the audiobook. I was delighted to later discover it was Mr.



Lazar's daughter who played and sang the songs. Amazing voice and talent."

Clay Boutwell

"High school dialog and atmosphere feel spot on; a blinding eagerness to get the

part; magical joy of dance; rising excitement as the date of the show approaches.

But behind the scenes there are evil deeds afoot and no-one knows if the attacker

is aiming for the people, the school, or both. Will the show go on, or will it be

upstaged by danger and deceit?" Sheila Deeth

Books by award-winning author, Aaron Lazar:

LEGARDE MYSTERIES

1. DOUBLE FORTÉ

2. UPSTAGED

3. MAZURKA

4. FIRESONG

5. TREMOLO: CRY OF THE LOON

6. DON’T LET THE WIND CATCH YOU

7. THE LIAR’S GALLERY

8. SPIRIT ME AWAY

9. UNDER THE ICE

10. LADY BLUES

11. VOODOO SUMMER

12. MURDER ON THE BREWSTER FLATS

13. THE RETURN

THE LEGARDE MYSTERIES BOXED SET

YOUNG GUS BOXED SET

GREEN MARBLE MYSTERIES



1. THE DISAPPEARANCE OF BILLY MOORE (formerly Healey’s Cave)

2. TERROR COMES KNOCKING

3. FOR KEEPS

GREEN MARBLE MYSTERIES BOXED SET

TALL PINES MYSTERIES

1. FOR THE BIRDS

2. ESSENTIALLY YOURS

3. SANCTUARY

4. BETRAYAL

TALL PINES MYSTERIES BOXED SET

PAINES CREEK BEACH, love stories

1. THE SEACREST

2. THE SEACROFT

3. THE SEADOG

PAINES CREEK BEACH LOVE STORIES BOXED SET

BITTERSWEET HOLLOW, romantic suspense

1. DEVIL’S LAKE

2. DEVIL’S CREEK

3. DEVIL’S SPRING

BITTERSWEET HOLLOW BOXED SET

4. THE ASYLUM



WRITING GUIDES

1. WRITE LIKE THE WIND, volume 1

2. WRITE LIKE THE WIND, volume 2

3. WRITE LIKE THE WIND, volume 3

CONTACT AUTHOR AARON DOT LAZAR AT YAHOO DOT COM

The Riveting Adventures of Gus Legarde:
Unraveling the Mystery Surrounding the
Legarde Mysteries
Gus Legarde, the Genius Detective and his Quest for the Truth Do you

crave thrilling tales of detective work, mysterious clues, and puzzling...

Join Lucky Luke in "The Wagon Train" - An
Epic Adventure in the Wild West!
Experience the Wild West like never before with Lucky Luke Are you

ready to embark on an exciting journey through the Wild West? Lucky

Luke, the legendary cowboy known for...

The Prince And The Pauper English Classics
17 - A Journey Through Time
The Prince And The Pauper, the seventeenth book in the English

Classics collection, is an enthralling tale that takes its readers on a

mesmerizing journey through time....
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Discover the Fascinating History and
Unforgettable Moments of the Giro Italia
Unveiling the Intriguing World of the Giro Italia The Giro Italia, or the Giro

d'Italia as it is known in Italian, is one of the most prestigious and

captivating cycling...

Unveiling the Intriguing Upstaged Legarde
Mysteries with Aaron Paul Lazar
The Journey into the World of Aaron Paul Lazar's Upstaged Legarde

Mysteries Are you a fan of compelling mysteries that keep you on the

edge of your seat? Do...

The History And Legacy Of Ancient Rome:
Conquest Of Greece And Assimilation Of
The Rise of Rome: From Humble Beginnings to World Dominance Take a

journey back in time and discover the captivating story of the Ancient

Roman Empire. Learn about how a...

Discover the Future of Chemoinformatics:
Advanced Control and Computational
Techniques Will Transform Industries!
The Revolution of Chemoinformatics Chemoinformatics is an emerging

field that combines chemistry, computer science, and information

technology. It involves the use of...
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From Tong Wars To Dim Sum American
Heritage: Discover the Fascinating Evolution
of Chinese Food Culture in America
Chinese cuisine has become an integral part of the American food scene,

with countless Chinese restaurants scattered across the country.

However, the journey from the...
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